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REETEC offers preventive maintenance solutions for rotor blades
as part of its O&M service portfolio


Rotor blade inspection and monitoring measures in cooperation with
CORNIS



Effective and long-term asset optimisation to secure return-on-investment
regarding onshore and offshore wind farms

REETEC joined forces with CORNIS, a leading technology provider for blade O&M
management, to offer customers preventive maintenance solutions for rotor blades.
Throughout their entire lifespan, they are exposed to rain, frost and lightning or even sea air,
so they need special care. This is why preventive O&M services are key to increase
durability and secure performance of wind turbines.
REETEC's know-how means that a complete wind farm can be inspected within a very short
time frame and customers are provided with comprehensive reports – including blade
condition analysis coupled with repair suggestions – on a periodical basis. A tailored
monitoring package offers internal, external, standard checklist and post-processing methods
for preventive maintenance of rotor blades. Its O&M service portfolio comprises these added
values:






Reduced production loss due to limited down time of wind turbines
In-depth analysis of blade conditions thanks to HD pictures
State-of-the art technologies such as CORNIS, RE-VIS (REETEC Vertical
Inspection System) and as of 2020 also drones
Flexible access by rope on-site, rotor blade service platform or cherry-picker
Fully equipped repair workshop in Emden

"By monitoring blade conditions over a number of years, we offer effective damage control.
For you as a wind farm operator, this means to pre-empt issues and consequently down time
equalling profit loss. Our team comes with over 20 years of industry experience, so our
technicians can offer qualified advice on the best repair and maintenance procedures. Plus,
our service centre in Emden has the appropriate logistics and 30,000 sq m of hall space in
which rotor blades up to a length of 70 m can be overhauled," says Kai Wiechmann, Head
of Rotor Blade Services at REETEC.

About REETEC
REETEC was founded 1996 in Bremen and is one of Europe’s leading independent service providers for onshore
and offshore wind energy. The comprehensive service portfolio ranges from operation & maintenance services
(O&M), major component replacement and repair, rotor blade and tower services, electrical and mechanical
assembly, electrical engineering, qualification and training to aviation aid systems.
REETEC acquired OWS Off-Shore Wind Solutions in 2017. The joint offshore service centre in Emden offers a
service hub for wind turbine generators of the North Sea plus a cost effective full maintenance concept.
REETEC/OWS has 350 employees. Since 2007, REETEC is part of the EDF Renewables Group.
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